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Not Disclosed1 VacancySave This JobPosted on :04-11-2022The job posting is outdated and

position may be filled1.1. Research & Development Conducting research in various robotics

fields (e.g. nanotechnology), Designing processes and prototypes to build machines. 1.2.

Responsible for designing, developing, testing, and building robotic android applications that

are productive and safe to operate as well as economical to purchase and maintain. Conduct

research to determine the parameters of a robotic application. Develop cost-effective and

efficient processes to produce the machines.1.2. Perform integration tests and quality

control1.3. Test performance; record test procedures and results. Install, program and repair

controllers, tools, conveyors. Inspect installation sites; train operators on robotics usage.

Development of computer software and/or path programming.1.4. Monitor the performance

of robots, and IT infrastructures. Ensures that internal IT structure of the enterprise remains

up-to-date. Administrators avert possible cyber-attacks for greater productivity as per company

policies and procedures. Manage all servers, network equipment, and other related IT

infrastructure.1.5. Train Robots : Apply machine learning techniques, to design and build

robotics applications and devices. You ll use computer-aided modelling to create drafts, and

perform tests on the robots to ensure safety and quality. Perception, mapping, anomaly & change

detection. Monitor the use of robotic systems and optimize their functionality1.6. Install

network and computer system, maintain, repair and upgrade the operating system including

hardware and software. Troubleshoot defects in the robot design1.7. Respond to support

queries, on call, chat, email, and walk-in, in a timely and accurate way, by either answering

the questions or passing it to the appropriate support staff, to ensure customer support.
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Manage the Customer enquiries, and technical tickets, allocating tickets to the respective

team, responding to complaints from customers and give after-sales support when

requested.1.8. Keep abreast of advancements in robotics and relevant fields of

engineering.1.9. Participate and take active role as advised by management in Robotic

events by the company like Robo CAMP, Robotics Championships, Robotic Internships,

Events, Exhibitions, and Expo.Requirements 2.1. Degree in Engineering, Mechatronics, or

similar field, in Robotics2.2. With minimum 2 years in Robotics.2.3. Excellent knowledge of

CAD/CAM software. Android Application development, with strong knowledge of Android

SDK, different versions of Android, and how to deal with different screen sizes2.4. Basic

computer skills, HTML, JAVA, IT Hardware, including Microsoft Office and databases.

Expertise working with, Zoho Zoho Finance, Zoho CRM Plus, writing proposal and

presentations.2.5. Consistent, accurate, and thorough with an eye for details.2.6. Exceptional

organizational skills, outstanding communication skills, written and verbal.2.7. Excellent

customer service and interpersonal skills, with good phone and email etiquette2.8. Able to

thrive in a deadline-driven environment, provide timely reports, and feedback.2.9. Able to

motivate the team and lead by example.2.10. Current knowledge of industry trends and

regulations.2.11. The ability to multitask, work in a fast-paced environment, and meet

deadlines.2.1. Degree in Engineering, Mechatronics, or similar field, in Robotics 2.2. With

minimum 2 years in Robotics. 2.3. Excellent knowledge of CAD/CAM software. Android

Application development, with strong knowledge of Android SDK, different versions of

Android, and how to deal with different screen sizes 2.4. Basic computer skills, HTML, JAVA,

IT Hardware, including Microsoft Office and databases. Expertise working with, Zoho Zoho

Finance, Zoho CRM Plus, writing proposal and presentations. 2.5. Consistent, accurate, and

thorough with an eye for details. 2.6. Exceptional organizational skills, outstanding

communication skills, written and verbal. 2.7. Excellent customer service and interpersonal

skills, with good phone and email etiquette 2.8. Able to thrive in a deadline-driven

environment, provide timely reports, and feedback. 2.9. Able to motivate the team and lead

by example. 2.10. Current knowledge of industry trends and regulations. 2.11. The ability to

multitask, work in a fast-paced environment, and meet deadlines.Disclaimer: Drjobs.aeis only

a platform that connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct

their own independent research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always

make certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we

advise against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you



suspect fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page.Our goal is to make hiring

as easy as possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each

candidate finds a job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting

and job search solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you

can upload your profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our

platform gives you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to

apply for all different kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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